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ABSTRACT

STEERING SYSTEM FOR SAE BAJA
Dallin Colgrove
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Bachelor of Science

This thesis is to study the different types of steering geometry for the BYU Baja
vehicle. The main steering geometries of study are Ackermann and parallel steering
geometries. Ackermann steering geometry is ideal for low speed turns. During low speed
turns Ackermann steering performs better than parallel steering due to a smaller radius of
turn. Parallel steering ideally is better for high speed turns, because with parallel steering
the slip angle is smaller than that of Ackermann geometry. A recommendation is made to
the BYU Baja team to use Ackermann steering, but still do some more analysis of
parallel steering during high speed turning with the possibility of creating a hybrid
steering option.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) puts on an international competition

between universities where students build, engineer, and ultimately test an off-road
buggy called the Baja. This vehicle’s sole purpose is to be built as a prototype that could
be sold by a company as a “hobbyist vehicle.” Many of the things that are judged upon at
the competition is its performance over a variety of tests. These tests include a hill climb,
rock crawl or suspension course, acceleration test, maneuverability course, and a fourhour endurance race. A critical feature to perform well on many of these tests is based on
the vehicle’s ability to turn.
In previous years, the
BYU Baja team has designed and
tested various steering
geometries. The most common
steering geometries are
Ackermann steering, reverse
Ackermann steering, and parallel
steering as shown in figure 1. Of

Figure 1 Diagram showing Ackermann, parallel, and reverse
Ackermann steering geometries. Photo taken from Vehicle
Dynamics Theory and Application by Reza N. Jazer. Page 395.

these steering geometries the Baja team currently uses Ackerman steering, and has
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considered parallel steering in the past. Ackerman steering is the type of steering on a
vehicle that when the driver turns, the inside wheel has a greater turning angle than the
outer wheel as shown in figure 1. Reverse Ackermann is the opposite where the outside
turns in more than the inside wheel. Lastly, parallel steering is where both wheels turn at
the same angle. The changes of the angles on the wheels change how the vehicle
performs when turning. How that is will be discussed more in literature review section.

1.2

Thesis question
It is important for the BYU Baja team to continue to obtain a competitive edge, and

to try and perform the best as possible to compete with the top schools in the world at the
SAE Baja competition events. To fulfill this goal, understanding and improving the
vehicle’s performance is critical. Analyzing which steering geometry is best for the Baja
vehicle will maximize its performance and ability in several of the dynamic events. Thus,
the purpose of this thesis is to analyze which steering system is the best choice to use for
the Baja vehicle with the intent of maximizing its performance at competition, and then
give a recommendation to the BYU Baja team.

2
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2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
In the literature on steering systems for vehicles there are three main steering

geometries used as previously mentioned. These are Ackermann, parallel, and reverse
Ackermann steering geometries. These three different steering geometries greatly affect
the performance of the vehicle in its ability to turn and will be discussed further with their
respective advantages and disadvantages. In 2017, the BYU Baja team had decided that
Ackermann steering would be the best use for the vehicle. They stated:
Ackermann is most useful at very low speeds and tight turns because that is when
you have the least wheel slip and load transfer side to side. We were able to
maintain no less than 40% Ackermann throughout the wheel stroke and that
increases to nearly 100% Ackermann as the wheels reach the end of the steering
stroke. (Gillespie, 1992) (Team, BYU Baja, 2017)
The next several paragraphs will show the literature on the three different steering
systems.

2.2

Ackerman Steering
Ackermann steering is a very common steering geometry that is used on consumer

vehicles. The purpose for Ackermann steering is to allow for tighter turns during low
speed turning. This is based off the geometry of a four-bar mechanism that allows the
inside wheels to turn at a greater angle than the outside wheels. This is assuming that
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there is no tire slippage from high lateral forces. In the textbook Race Car Vehicle
Dynamics, it states that, “For low lateral acceleration usage (street cars) it is common to
use Ackermann geometry, … this geometry ensures that all the wheels roll freely with no
slip angles because the wheels are steered to track a common turn center.” In addition,
Jazer confirms this by stating that Ackermann steering is used for low acceleration when
the slip angle is relatively small:
The Ackerman condition is needed when the speed of the vehicle is very
small, and slip angles are very close to zero. In these conditions, there
would be no lateral force and no centrifugal force to balance each other. The
Ackerman steering condition is also called the kinematic steering condition,
because it is only a static condition at zero velocity. (Jazer p. 381)
When the vehicle undergoes high velocity turning as explained in the Fundamentals of
Vehicle Dynamics book by Thomas D. Gillespie the equations change because there are
lateral accelerations added to the wheels that then develop slip angles on all the wheels.

2.3

Parallel Steering
Parallel steering is where both wheels turn at the same degrees as each other.

Parallel steering is common among racing vehicles, because it has a lower slip angle on
the tires compared to Ackermann steering. In the Race Car Vehicle Dynamics textbook, it
states about how higher speeds effect the steering ability of parallel and Ackermann
steering:
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If the car has low-speed geometry (Ackermann), the inside tire is forced to a higher
slip angle than required for maximum side forces. Dragging the inside tire along at
high slip angles (above the peak lateral force) raises the tire temperature and slows
the car down due to the slip angle (induced) drag. (Milliken p. 715)
However, compared in static turning radius the parallel steering system has a great turn
radius because the turn center does not change from the greater angle of the inside wheel.

2.4

Reverse Ackermann Steering
Reverse Ackermann steering is similar to the function of parallel steering except it

exaggerates the performance of parallel steering. The geometry of reverse Ackermann
greatly increases the turning radius of the vehicle, but it allows fewer lateral forces on the
wheel and thus decreasing the slip angle. Because reverse Ackermann geometry has
similar effects to parallel steering this thesis will not focus on the analysis of reverse
Ackermann steering. Even the Race Car Vehicle Dynamics book does not recommend
reverse Ackermann steering by stating, “It is possible to calculate the correct amount of
reverse Ackermann if the tire properties and loads are known. In most cases the resulting
geometry is found to be too extreme because the car must also be driven (or pushed) at
low speeds, for example in the pits” (Milliken, 1995).

5

3

METHODOLODY

The methodology of this Thesis paper is to study the two chosen steering geometries
to determine which steering geometry would be best for the BYU Baja vehicle. After an
analysis of these two steering systems it will be determined what are the advantages and
disadvantages of each steering system based off the BYU team’s testing and validations.

3.1

Ackermann Steering
The calculations are based on what is called the Ackermann condition. This is

based on the following equation and representation shown in Figure 2 and is under the
assumption that the slip angles are close to or are 0⁰ during a slow turn.
cot(𝛿𝑜 ) − cot(𝛿𝑖 ) =

𝑤
𝑙

Using that relationship, the
average 𝛿 value is calculated
based of the inner and outer
angles of the tires.
cot 𝛿 = (cot 𝛿𝑜 + cot 𝛿𝑖 )
Figure 2 Representation of the calculations done for
Ackermann steering. Drawing taken from Vehicle
Dynamics by Jazer p. 379
mass of the vehicle.
𝑅 = √𝑎22 + 𝑙 2 cot 𝛿
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1
2

Then the radius is calculated
based of off the center of

These calculations were programed in MATLAB and the code can be found in Appendix
A where 𝛿𝑖 and 𝛿𝑜 represent the inside and outside tire angles respectively. w is the
width of the wheel base, l is the length of the wheel base, with a2 being the distance from
the center of mass to rear wheels, and R being the turn radius.
Table 1 The physical parameters of the 2019 BYU Baja vehicle.

Parameters

Values

Wheel base length (l)

1.5 (meters)
68⁰ (Ackermann)

Inner wheel angle (𝛿𝑖 )

29⁰ (Parallel)
39⁰ (Ackermann)

Outer wheel angle (𝛿𝑜 )

29⁰ (Parallel)

Rear wheel to center of gravity (a2)

0.7 (meters)

The optimized Ackerman angles to use and test for the BYU Baja were performed
using the Shark Lotus program. This program took the existing geometry of the tie rod
locations and geometry of the wheels gave us what the optimal angles for Ackerman
would be. The optimal angles were with the inside angle being 68⁰ and the outside wheel
being 39⁰.

3.2

Parallel Steering
The calculations for calculating the turning radius for a parallel steering system

use the exact same equations used for calculating the Ackermann turning radius. The only
difference is the value of 𝛿𝑜 and 𝛿𝑖 which can be found in Table 1. These calculations
were written in the MATLAB code that is found in appendix A.
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3.3

Percent Ackermann
The percent Ackermann is measured by the angle of inner wheel subtracted from

the angle of the outer wheel, divided by the inner wheel and multiplied by 100%.
%𝐴𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛 =

𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑜
∗ 100%
𝛿𝑖

Measuring the percent Ackermann is good to know for how much Ackermann the
steering system has through the full turn of the wheel. The Lotus Shark software was
used to determine what percent Ackermann the steering system has through the whole
turning radius of the steering system.
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4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Low speed turning
From the model that was made of Ackermann steering with the optimized steering

angles of 68⁰ and 39⁰ the tightest turning radius is calculated to be 1.41 m or 55.5 inches.
This was then tested and validated which is shown in Appendix B. From the test that was
performed it was determined that using the angles of the inner wheel to be 65⁰ and the
outer wheel to be 36⁰ give the smallest turn radius of an average of 70.5 inches, and not
the what the original model said would be the optimal angles. Rerunning the calculations
through MATLAB with the inputs of 65⁰ and 36⁰ gives a result of 1.52m or 60.99 inches.
These results for Ackermann steering have an error of 28%. This error could be possible
for several reasons, but most likely it is from the slipping of the tires on the pavement. As
the tires are turning on the pavement there is a greater slip angle from having Ackermann
steering, and because the tires are off-road tires with large knobs on them the slipping
causes the vehicle to have a greater turn angle. Therefore, there is a mismatch between
the what the predictive model and the actual car performs at.
Using the methodology of find the turning angle for parallel steering the tire angle
would be 29⁰ at full lock, the predictive static turning radius for a parallel steering system
would be 4.119 meters or 162.17 inches. This gives almost twice as large of a steering
radius as that of the Ackermann steering geometry. A test was performed to validate
whether our model was accurate or not. The test procedures and results are more detailed
shown in Appendix B. From our test that we performed with the wheels turned to 29⁰ the
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actual measurement with the steering geometry close to parallel steering gave us a radius
of 162.8 in, which is very close to the calculations that were performed of 162.17 inches.
This calculation follows the literature review that under low speed turning the parallel
steering geometry performs worst then Ackermann steering.

4.2

High speed turning
Now that it is determined that Ackermann steering is a better choice for low speed

turning, which steering system is best during high speed turning? From observation and
testing that was performed by the 2017 BYU Baja team. They developed a parallel
steering system and tested if they could minimize the slip angle to take advantage of high
speed turning, because from the literature theoretically it should have a smaller turning
radius. However, this was not what happened. Whenever, the vehicle went into a turn
the wheels locked up and just plowed the dirt. This plowing took away any turning and
the vehicle just keep heading in the direction that it was going.
The reason why using a parallel steering geometry does not work for the Baja
vehicle is the fact that the Baja vehicle usually runs on dirt and never on asphalt. If the
Baja vehicle was on asphalt having parallel steering would minimize the slip angle, but
because the vehicle is driven on dirt where the coefficient of friction is low, the slip angle
is large regardless if it is Ackermann steering or parallel steering. Other factors start to
play a role in the slip angle as well. For example, the stiffness of the shocks in the back
influence how much the driver can slide the back end out to drift around the corner. The
BYU Baja team performed a test showing the changes in turning angle with regards to
the suspension stiffness in the front and in the rear suspension members. From this test it
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was determined that having a softer front suspension and a stiffer rear suspension the
vehicle turned shaper as shown in Appendix C. The car performed much poorer when
the opposite was true.
During high speed turning it becomes much more difficult to try and predict how
the car would perform from calculations, but from the test that the Baja team has
performed these are what we have observed. When the car is turning at high speeds the
steering acts more like it would during a static turning instead of a dynamic turn.
Between Ackermann and parallel steering geometry for high speed turns Ackermann out
performs parallel steering which is contrary to what the literature states. This is because
we are driving in different conditions then what the literature’s analysis were made from.
Therefore, we cannot follow what the literature recommends.
Knowing these results helps to determine what steering geometry the Baja team
should use. From the calculations and from the test that have been performed it is
recommended to use Ackermann steering geometry. The reason for choosing the
Ackermann steering geometry is, because it is more important to be able to take tighter
turns at low velocity than to not be able to take as tight of a turn, but at a higher velocity.
In addition, Ackermann steering performs better under high speed turns, because the slip
angle between Ackermann and parallel steering are similar in size from the driving
conditions.
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4.3

Percent Ackermann
As shown in figure 3, the Ackermann steering percentage peaks at around 115%

Ackermann steering when the steering wheel is in full lock. Much of the steering angle
(which is associated with the steering column displacement) keeps the percent

Figure 3: Percent Ackermann though steering range of the BYU Baja vehicle for
both Ackermann and parallel steering geometries. This model was developed with
the geometries currently on the Baja vehicle and were developed with the Shark
Lotus software.

Ackermann is around 40 to 60%. For parallel steering as expected the percent
Ackermann stays around 0%. This shows that the parallel steering system does indeed
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stay close to parallel steering and for Ackermann steering at very sharp turns we obtain a
great Ackermann steering geometry to be able to make those tight turns.
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5

CONCLUSION

This thesis has explored the two common geometries of steering which are
Ackermann and parallel steering geometries. It was found that Ackermann steering has
been proven to be the best option for static loads for a smaller turn radius. For parallel
steering, the literature recommends that parallel steering geometries are better for
dynamic turning, because it causes less of a slip angle. However, this was proven to not
apply for the BYU Baja vehicle, because of the low coefficient of friction over dirt that
causes a higher slip angle. During high speed turning the Ackermann steering was found
to performed better. To maximize the performance of the BYU Baja vehicle Ackermann
steering has been determined to be the best option to use. More testing can be done to
prove that parallel steering can have a smaller turning radius during high speed turning on
asphalt to validate more research into other opportunities of adjustable steering
geometries like a hybrid option. The next section includes some of the preliminary ideas
of how a hybrid option could work for the BYU Baja car, and solve the problem of
deciding if the car should be designed for high or low speed turning.

5.1

Future work
The proposed hybrid option is to allow parallel steering at higher velocities and

Ackermann steering for lower velocities. An option could be the use of a controller to be
able to adjust the tie rod lengths. This could be use electronic feedback based off the
velocity of the vehicle. However, this option would be too expensive and difficult to
make for the current set up the vehicle. Therefore, a purely mechanical system set up is
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the only viable option. Another criterion that is important is to have a system that does
not distract the driver. So, levers or pulleys for the driver to use would not be a good
option. The best option is to have a mechanical system that is attached to the steering
rack.
A solution could be accomplished by having smaller angles of the steering rack are
closer to parallel steering geometry, and then larger angles on the steering rack have
Ackermann steering geometry. By looking at figure 4 this concept shows how a steering
geometry could initial be
as parallel steering and
then from the steering
rack an added length
would be added to the tie
rod for the inside tire
would allow for
Ackermann steering to be
Figure 4: Concept of how a hybrid option would change the
geometry from a parallel steering model to an Ackermann
steering model

accomplished. The ability
to add the extra length to
tie rod can be

accomplished by having a cam connected onto the steering rack as shown in figure 5. The
tie rods would need to be connected to the cam, but as the cam moves in the direction of
the turn the added distance would allow the steering geometry to change to have
Ackermann steering. So, at lower angles of the steering wheel the steering system would
be in parallel, and higher angles of steering on the steering wheel would allow for the
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geometry to change to Ackermann
steering. This model would allow the
Baja vehicle to have both parallel
steering and Ackermann steering. Of
course, this design is early in the
stages of development and would need
to be tested and proven that it would
in fact be effective. However, this
gives the possibility of further

Figure 5 Concept of a cam for a steering rack system

investigation into the possibility of
having a hybrid steering system that would allow for the benefits for static turning and
dynamic turning.
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APPENDIX A

%Dallin Colgrove
%Steering Calculations
%Honors Thesis
clc
clear
%% param
l = 1.5;
%m *need to check value
a2 = .7;
%m distance from CG to rear wheel
axil
a1 = l - a2;
C_alpha = 6000;
% N/ radians coefficient of tire
slip. Assume front and back are the same slip rates
%value taken from Jazer textbook
m = 166;
%kg, mass of the vehicle is 366 lbs
%% Ackerman Steering
%initial values
delta0 = 68*pi/180;
deltai = 39*pi/180;

%Radians, Outer steering angle
%Radians, Inner steering angle

delta_a = acot(cot(delta0)+cot(deltai)/2);
R_a = sqrt(a2^2+l^2*(cot(delta_a))^2)
%% Parallel Steering
%initial values
delta0 = 39*pi/180;
%Radians *Need to check values
of what it would actually be
deltai = delta0;
%Radians
delta_p = acot(cot(delta0)+cot(deltai)/2);
R_p = sqrt(a2^2+l^2*(cot(delta_p))^2)

R_a =
1.4145
18

R_p =
2.8653
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Objective
The objective of our test is to establish whether it is beneficial to steer over Ackermann at
low speed turns.
Background
The current steering geometry begins at approximately parallel steer for small turns and
then progressively climbs Ackermann to 46% at a full turn. Two years ago when we
switched from complete parallel steer to this set-up we decreased the overall low-speed
turn radius. However, we believe that we can further decrease this turn radius by being
over Ackermann at low-speeds. It is proposed that when the inside wheel turns
significantly more than the outside wheel it will dig into the ground and act as a pivot
point, taking advantage of the vehicle’s momentum.
Procedures
1. Change the toe by turning the heim-joints of the tie-rod (minimum half turn
increments).
2. Measure toe using the toe plates
3. Plug values into Ackermann spreadsheet
4. Conduct a low-speed turn (film with a camera)
5. Measure turning radius (inside wheel to inside wheel)
6. Record values electronically
7. Repeat steps 4 – 6 10 times for each sub-test (single Ackermann value).
8. Return to step 1 to change Ackermann value and repeat these procedures.
Equipment:

Step 1: Wrenches to undo steering and adjust heim-joints

Step 2: Toe plates

Step 4: Cannon SL1 from library check-out

Step 5: Measuring Tape

Step 3 & 6: Computer
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Results
In order to calculate our Ackermann percentage, we first find the ideal case for tire angles
by using the following formula:
cot(𝜃𝑖 ) − cot(𝜃𝑜 ) =

𝑑
𝑙

Where:
θi = angle of inside tire
θo = angle of outside tire
d = track width
l = wheelbase

Both angles are measured from the angle that is formed between the center line of the tire
and a line normal to the front of the vehicle. After the ideal angles are found we plug in
the actual angles and calculate a percent error based on the actual and ideal tire angles.

For the following tests all tires were at 10 psi

Test Info
1. Baseline, Ackermann

Ackermann (Steering
Angles)

Average Turn
Radius (in.)

46% (42° Outer, 52° Inner)

63.9”

Geometry @ Full-lock ~
150°
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2. Baseline, Parallel

-12% (29° Outer, 28°w Inner)

162.8”

100% (29° Outer, 48° Inner)

106.4”

100% (36° Outer, 65° Inner)

70.5”

124% (29° Outer, 65° Inner)

97.4”

145% (23° Outer, 65° Inner)

112.8”

Geometry @ ~ 110° turn
angle

3. Experimental Geometry
@

~ 110° turn angle

4. Experimental Geometry
@

~ 110° turn angle

5. Experimental Geometry
@

~ 110° turn angle

6. Experimental Geometry
@

~ 110° turn angle

Table 1 shows the average turn radius for each Ackermann test we conducted.

Discussion
On comparison of Test #3 and Test #4, it is apparent that turn radius is not solely
dependent on the Ackermann condition. It is also a function of tire angle. This is seen in
that both tests utilize 100% Ackermann but make use of different steering angles. Test #4
has larger tires angles and as such the tires are turned sharper than those in Test #3.
Therefore, we conclude that Ackermann alone does not determine turning radius. Our
original hypothesis was solely based on if over-Ackermann would decrease turn radius.
However, due to the results of Test #3 and Test #4 it is important that investigate how
over-Ackermann at various steering angles affects the turn radius.

In Tests #2, #3, and #5 we hold the outer tire angle constant while varying the angle of
the inside tire. We notice from Test #2 to Test #3 there is a sharp decline in the average
turning radius. In this comparison we moved to a 100% Ackermann situation with
sharper turning angles. From Test #3 to Test #5 we increase Ackermann by turning the
inside tire even sharper than before. We see a decrease of approximately 9” in the turning
radius from this comparison, although the decrease is much less than from #2 to #3.

In Tests #4, #5, and #6 we held the inside tire angle constant and varied the outer tire
angle. From #4 to #5 we see an increase in Ackermann from 100% to 124%. To obtain
these values, we had to decrease the turning angle of the outside tire. Doing so resulted in
an increase in turning radius of approximately 27”. Moving from Test #4 to Test #5 we
obtained similar results, in that the shallower outside tire angle caused another increase in
turning radius. This increase was approximately 15”. Thus, these comparisons help us to
understand how Ackermann and turning angle affect static turning radius. These tests
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show that our original hypothesis of over-Ackermann creating a decrease in turn radius
was wrong. On further inspection of the average values, we find that our current set-up
already meets our desired values for static turn radius where the ideal was 84” and we
obtained 63.9”. Therefore, for subsystem engineering it is not necessary to redesign the
steering geometry.

It should be noted that these tests do not include dynamic turning tests. These are also
important to our design, but dynamic tests need to be run on surfaces and in conditions
more similar to the competition. These conditions are a function of the weather and as
such we can’t perform these tests until it warms up. As such we will work on dynamic
turn tests in subsystem refinement. It will also be beneficial to perform these tests in
subsystem refinement because we can tune the steering with all of the subsystems
integrated into the car.
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Objective
The objective of this test is to gather useful data on suspension travel, body roll, and
cornering times of the 89 car. This data will be used to demonstrate the need for a rear
sway bar, and will also be used later to compare cornering ability of the 89 car with and
without a fixed rear sway bar.
Background

This preliminary test was suggested by Dr. Hovanski. The idea of this test is to test the
effects of a sway bar on real-world performance. While it may also be important to later
perform tests that physically measure body roll, g-forces, and suspension travel, the goal
of this series of tests is to get benchmark times for cornering maneuvers and to film the
body roll and its effects on cornering.
Procedures

Equipment: Cones, tape measure, 3 team members, 2 cameras, 2 tripods

Step 1: Set up gate cones at 0, 20, and 40 feet on a flat section of dirt in the gravel pits.

Step 2: Set up one or more camera(s) to record testing; preferably parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of travel.

Step 3: Position the car next to the first set of cones, with the objective of accelerating as
quickly as possible towards the 20-foot cone and cornering around it as hard as possible.
Record the turning diameter from inside rear wheel.

Step 4: Repeat Step 3 at 40 feet

Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 at various, pre-determined pressures for the rear shocks,
covering the entire range of pressures. Record front and rear shock pressures for each
test, as well as all tire pressures.
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Step 6: Set up a series of slalom tests with the cones spaced at a variety of lengths.
Record setup configuration and times. Film from the direction of travel to visually
document body roll.

Quantitative data to record in each test: Cornering times, max width of turn diameter,
distance from start to turn, and vehicle speed.
Additional details to record: Location/orientation of test (photographs), driver
name/weight, etc.
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Results

Fig 1. Picture in the starting direction of travel

Fig 2. Picture from vantage point on hill
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Fig 3. Satellite map of the gravel pits with the testing location marked. Tests were run in
the direction of the arrow. See other pictures of testing for more details on location.
All tests were conducted on the 89 car with a front shock pressure of 35 psi and all tires
inflated to 10 psi. Sage Stubbs was the driver for all testing. Diameters were measured
from the rear inside tire when the turn started (marked by another cone 5’ behind the 20’
and 40’ markers) to the point where the rear inside tire was facing 180 degrees from the
initial direction of travel.

Rear shock
pressure
(psi)
90
90
80
80
70
70
60
60
35

20’ or
40’ leadout
20
40
20
40
20
40
20
40
20

Test 1
(diameter,
inches)
190
338
224
299
246
348
360
340
430

Test 2
(diameter,
inches)
264
278
230
322
268
350
330
336
428
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Test 3
(diameter,
inches)
238
281
264
298
252
330
X
X
X

Average
(diameter,
inches)
230.7
279.5
239.3
306.3
255.3
342.7
345
338
429

Average
(diameter,
feet)
19.23
23.29
19.94
25.53
21.23
28.56
28.75
28.17
35.75

35

40

545

492

X

518.5

43.21

All data in orange represents tests run with a 20-foot start
All data in blue represents tests run with a 40-foot start
All data in red represents outliers that were ignored in computing averages
All of the videos are recorded at: https://byu.app.box.com/folder/57474338757
Under the folders BYU Baja 2019 >Testing Photos and videos (organized by date
and test) > 11.5.18
Discussion
For these tests, we started with our rear shocks at 90 psi, the highest pressure that
we tested. At this pressure, it was easy to kick out the rear and corner sharply at both 20’
and 40’. As we expected, cornering ability diminished consistently as we dropped our
rear shock pressures.
Something interesting that we discovered was that as soon as the rear shock
pressure dropped to below 70 psi, our cornering diameter increased drastically. Between
our first and last rear pressures that we tested (90 psi and 35 psi, respectively), our
cornering diameter essentially doubled. This proves that our vehicles can corner much
tighter at higher shock pressures and that lower pressures drastically decrease cornering
ability. In other tests and driving days, it has been proven that lower shock pressure is
better for going over bumps, rock crawling, etc. This means that, without a sway bar or
connected shock reservoirs, we have to compromise directly between cornering ability
and ability to absorb bumps and jumps.
From the data that we have gathered and tests that we have run, we have proven
that this is clearly an area for improvement. From here, one of the next steps is to design
and test a solid rear sway bar to better understand the balance between body roll, shock
pressure, and cornering ability. From there, we can run tests to determine if a rear sway
bar is beneficial, and where it may be detrimental. We may find that the added
performance isn’t worth the weight, or even discover that connecting shock reservoirs
may be a better option to pursue. However, after running this test, Dave Laws expressed
his excitement in this approach and was optimistic that a sway bar could be extremely
beneficial.
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